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Introduction

De-Fi (Decentralized Finance), or so-called open finance, is a blockchain 
financial service, which imposes transparency, accessibility, and financial 
inclusion. Not only Blockchain technology is revolutionizing payment but also 
in the field of the stock market, investment banking, accounting, auditing, 
venture capital, and more, it is considered as a core prospect to bring yet 
another industrial revolution to our economy and reform the traditional 
financial market.
 
Many finance experts assume that incorporating blockchain technology into 
the current banking system would improve the efficiency and operability of 
banking services. When independent companies within the closed industry 
sought for growth and development, “companies equipped with innovations” 
such as Airbnb, Uber, and YouTube were able to achieve tremendous growth 
by offering quicker technical advance and greater convenience for users. 
People who wanted decentralization in financial services, which are arguably 
considered the most private industries in the world, have made an appearance. 
This is the so-called De-Fi project.
 
Hexlant will discuss the vision of current De-Fi projects and associated 
businesses and share our insight on the need for De-Fi, the possibility of De-Fi 
realization, and the suitability of the mainnet.
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I. De-Fi Paradigm

Although blockchain technology is advancing over time, it is having difficulty 
in finding a practical field of use. Blockchain surely would solve inefficiency, 
but it is unknown if the technology is adequate to replace the other systems. 
Despite the difficulty and question of adequacy, blockchain is most actively 
used in the financial market. Just like Bitcoin was developed to overcome the 
limits of the traditional financial system, the blockchain industry is discussing 
methods to fix the inefficiency of current financial services.

I. De-Fi Paradigm

II. De-Fi Examples

III. Insignt

IV. Appendix

De-Fi (Decentralized Finance) is a financial system built on a public blockchain, 
such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. In other words, it indicates a decentralized 
commercial service, technology, or application that operate on a blockchain 
network. De-Fi system contains a broad spectrum of services which range from 
lending to stable coins, custodial services, exchanges, payments, insurance, 
prediction markets, analysis, and more. Furthermore, De-Fi can be split into 
two different categories:

1. Providing services that already exist in the current financial system for 
cryptocurrency.
2. Replacing a credible third-party with a smart contract.

De-Fi and present financial system are different in six factors: ▲Authorization 
▲Operator ▲Mediator ▲Transparency ▲Censorship Removal ▲
Programmability. Everyone in the world can access De-Fi through its network, 
and the data is simultaneously stored in thousands of distributed computers. 
It does not need a central entity’s validation for a transaction, and network 
participants have access to their transaction history. Also, a single entity 
cannot cancel or invalidate a particular transaction, and anyone can develop a 
desired business through the opensource.

1. Definition of De-Fi
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Fig. 1: Current Finance vs De-Fi

Source: Hexlant Research

Classification Current Finance De-Fi

Authorization Specific customers All network participants

Operator Centralized Decentralized

Mediator Credible agent needed Replaced by network participants

Transparency Accessible only for specified users All users share their transaction history

Censorship Removal Transactions can be deleted by a censorship agency Transactions cannot be invalidated by a single entity

Programmability Limited programming due to proprietary software Free programming through opensource

The global financial system has created significant wealth through continuous 
technological advancement, but the wealth frankly only meant for large 
financial firms which have control over the market. While the global wealth 
gap has been widening due to the limited access to finance prompted by ▲
Location ▲Financial Education ▲Infrastructure ▲Local Market ▲Foreign 
Asset Investment Fee, credibility of financial institutions worsened after the 
2008 Financial Crisis. Technological advances affected other markets and 
popularization of internet and smartphones has become a stepping stone for 
the introduction of new financial systems.
 
Bitcoin was developed to overcome the limits of the centralized financial 
system after the 2008 Financial Crisis. Following the payment and foreign 
remittance purposes of Bitcoin, consortium (EEA, Fabric, Coda, etc.), 
international wire transfer (XRP), stable coins (Tether, MakerDAO), and more 
were actively applied and experimented. Like opensource software, blockchain 
commercial services quickly expanded as well. Notably, Ethereum smart 
contract improved accessibility to financing by automating transactions and 
removing the mediator. Asset tokenization, furthermore, has become an 
opportunity to provide more investment assets to more people.
 
Moreover, smartphone promoted accessibility to the financial system without 
the limits of time and location. Blockchain financial services combined with 
the technological advancement ultimately promoted De-Fi.

2. The Advent and Development Background of De-Fi
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An integration of financial system and blockchain, De-Fi has expected effect 
such as boosting accessibility and cheaper international wire transfer.

1) Financial Accessibility Improvement 
: De-Fi is designed to be accessible for anyone who has the internet and 
smartphone. Identity verification is required in order to have access to De-Fi, 
but minor procedures like credit rating are omitted.

2) Cheaper International Wire Transfer
: De-Fi provides cheaper international wire transfer service by replacing 
the unnecessary middleman with a smart contract. The present average 
commission is about 7%, but De-Fi transfer service fee is expected to be set at 
less than 3%. The lower commission rate may establish a nationwide financial 
network that provides scalability beyond international wire transfer.

3) Improved Personal Information Protection and Security
: De-Fi users can securely transact and store their assets without the censorship 
of a central agency. Personal information is kept in distributed blocks and is 
likely to receive incentives for data generation, ensuring private ownership.

4) Censorship Resistant
: Transaction records generated in De-Fi are unalterable and ensure full 
ownership of asset away from censorship and manipulation of customer assets 
by governments, central banks, and large corporations. This feature allows 
customers to think of De-Fi as a solution to protect their assets; Venezuela and 
Turkey are two representative examples.

5) Endless Financial System
: People can escape from the risk of a system shutdown or failure due to one 
entity’s system error. Because De-Fi operates its network through multiple 
nodes, a single flaw of one entity won’t cause a network error. It is effective 
against any system failure and does not stop unless all nodes stop or get 
damaged.

3. Vision and Expectation

Fig. 2: The Effect of Technology in Finance

Current Finance Applied Tech. De-Fi

Local accessibility Smartphone Accessibility disregarding location

Lack of understanding due to complex infrastructure Smart Contract Quicker transaction through automation and removal 
of mediator

Relatively high asset investment by developed countries Asset Tokenization Decentralized and join asset ownership

Source: Hexlant Research
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II. De-Fi Examples

There are officially more than 500 De-Fi projects in progress, and 200 of those 
are operating and providing services to customers. Some De-Fi projects are 
moving toward mainnets other than Ethereum as mainnets optimized for 
financial services are continuously being developed.
 
Current De-Fi services can be categorized under ▲KYC/Identity ▲Wallet 
Service ▲Tokenization ▲Stable coins ▲Lending ▲Staking ▲Decentralized 
Exchange (DEX)/Decentralized Exchange Protocol ▲Derivative/Prediction 
Market ▲Insurance ▲De-Fi Data Analytics.
 
This report aims to simplify the business flow and stakeholder composition by 
service category. Because the majority of De-Fi services provide many different 
business platforms at the same time, the base business was classified.

I. De-Fi Paradigm

II. De-Fi Examples

III. Insignt

IV. Appendix

1. KYC/Identity

▶ Projects: Bloom, Selfkey, Wyre, Blockpass, Civic, Hydro, etc.
▶ Differences: Identity control, minimized disclosure, identity protection

The public recognizes blockchain and cryptocurrency as threats to illegal 
funding such as drug and terrorism funding, and they do have records of 
being used for those mentioned reasons. This issue became an obstacle to 
the application of blockchain in financial services; thus, DID (Decentralized 
Identity), KYC, AML, and other policies, procedures, and technologies were 
developed to mend the flaw.

Fig. 3: Identity

Source: Hexlant Research
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2. Wallet Service

▶ Projects: Metamask, MyEtherWallet, Scatter, Abra, AlphaWallet, etc.
▶ Differences: Censorship resistant, high accessibility

Existing finance needs a specific entity to track the status of assets, but in the 
case of decentralized asset management services, no one can check the assets 
of a particular person and, therefore, is safe in terms of security. However, 
compared to present financial services, asset transaction speed is much more 
dependent on the network, and, thus, there is a possibility of commission 
price surge if the system becomes over-crowded with transactions.

Fig. 4: Decentralized Wallet

Source: Hexlant Research
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3. Tokenization

▶ Projects: ERC-1404, Harbor(R-Token), Abacus Polymath(ST20), Securitize, 
Templum, etc.
▶ Differences: 24-hour transaction, distributed asset, high accessibility

Unlike the past, when cryptocurrencies were issued and used for the exchange 
of goods and services of blockchain companies, the expanding trend of 
tokenizing real assets has emerged tokenization services. Investment assets get 
traded quickly and securely through tokenization at low fees, giving investors 
access to the investment market without geographic restrictions. A typical 
example is the securities token, and most tokenization services are focused on 
such tokens.
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4. Stablecoins

▶ Projects: Tether(USDT), Digix(DGX), EOSDT, MakerDAO(DAI), Terra, WBTC, 
etc.
▶ Differences from cryptocurrency: Stable price, linkage with various financial 
services

The price volatility of cryptocurrencies has failed to store value and was 
inefficient to become a linkage to financial services. Therefore, stablecoins 
were established to ensure price stability based on collateral assets, and now 
they are offered in various forms and methods. About 200 stablecoin projects 
were made public, and 50 of those are currently being traded in the market. 
Because of their need for collateral and a custodian, stablecoins cannot be 
considered fully decentralized, but they have become the most crucial part of 
De-Fi lending services.

Fig. 5: Tokenization

Source: Hexlant Research
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5. Lending

▶ Projects: Ethlend, Coinloan, MakerDAO CDP, EOSREX, Dharma, Compound, 
etc
▶ Differences from existing cryptocurrency: High accessibility, easy usability, 
automation

De-Fi Lending services offer a simple loan service for cryptocurrency collateral 
after identity verification. The mortgage service includes the capital pool 
model and the peer-to-peer (P2P) model. The capital pool is a service in which 
the operator provides loans, and P2P connects people needing loans with 
those who are willing to lend money without an operator. Smart contracts run 
all processes of the two models, and there are excess collateral and liquidation 
penalty to make up for the volatility of cryptocurrencies. Lending is currently 
the largest among the De-Fi services with a total deposit of approximately 
$1.19 billion worth of cryptocurrencies (As of September 16, 2019).

Fig. 6: Stable Coin 

Source: Hexlant Research
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Fig. 7: Lending Service

Source: Hexlant Research
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6. Staking

▶ Projects: Certus One, Chorus One, Figment Networks, Mythos, P2P Validator, 
etc
▶ Differences: High accessibility, 24-hour durability, easy usability

The tremendous energy consumption of PoW increased the use of PoS. 
Moreover, popularization of DPoS paved a way to the staking service market. 
Staking service is a platform where a company receives delegatory rights 
to access nodes and generates rewards by operating them. In other words, 
staking resembles deposit interest; just like a bank, a company builds a staking 
pool, and it distributes the rewards received from node operation to the 
investors.

7. Decentralized Exchange/Protocol

▶ Exchanges: Waves DEX, Binance DEX, Kyber Network, IDEX, Bisq, etc
▶ Protocols: 0x, Bancor Protocol, Kyber, Loopring, Uniswap, etc.
▶ Differences: Decentralization, transparency, possession of personal wallet

Centralized exchanges have problems such as listing fee, arbitrary deposit/
withdrawal control, hacking, and more. Decentralized exchanges were 
introduced to encounter these problems by only providing the exchange 
interface and building everything on top of a blockchain network. However, 
decentralized exchanges have issues with the slower transaction, harder 
usability, higher commission, and more frequent key loss compared to 
centralized exchanges. Of the 100 launched decentralized exchanges, only 

Fig. 8: Staking Service

Source: Hexlant Research
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8. Derivative/Prediction Market

▶ Projects: Augur, bZx, CDx, dYdX, OPYN, Gnosis, etc.

Margin trading is dominating the De-Fi derivative market. Margin trading is the 
maximization of profits by leveraging margin trading through short buying and 
selling of coins under contract. The prediction market is the signing of deposit 
by anticipating the trend of spot markets and, thus, is not much different from 
the standard derivatives offered in spot markets. These services mainly use 
smart contracts for processing transaction and verification. Smart contracts 
automatically execute transactions when the conditions are met, eliminating 
subjective elements.

Fig. 9: Decentralized Exchange 

Source: Hexlant Research
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about 50 exchanges exist with an estimated 24h trading volume of around 
$4.83 million (As of September 19, 2019).
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9. Insurance

▶ Projects: Etherisc, Nexus Mutual, Vouchforme, etc.
▶ Differences: Automation and rapidity via smart contract, data transparency

De-Fi insurance services consolidated convenience by automating claims 
and price calculation via smart contract and improved transparency by 
using oracle. The services are aiming to automatize damage assessment 
and insurance claims by incorporating A.I. (Artificial Intelligence), and the 
services are diversified due to the industrial nature of having various insurance 
products. For example, there is a project targeting complete decentralization 

Fig. 10: Derivative(Margin leverage)

Source: Hexlant Research
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Source: Hexlant Research
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10. De-Fi Data Analytics

▶ Projects: 0xTracker, DeFi Pulse, Loanscan, MKR Tools, DEX Terminal, 
CuriousGiraff, etc.
▶ Differences: Data transparency, credibility, and accessibility

Based on the transparency of blockchain technology, De-Fi data analytics 
collects all of the transaction records within networks and turn them into 
analytical data, and it solves the problem with transparency and credibility 
that current internalized financial system has failed to provide. However, the 
analytics avoid infringing personal information, and most of them provide 
status on De-Fi while some create a profitable subscription model that offers 
the company's insights.

Fig. 12: Insurance Service

Source: Hexlant Research
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by having DAO board members to examine and determine the legitimacy of 
insurance claims, approaching decentralization in another way.
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III. Insight

Internet, smartphones, social networks, and other ingenuine technologies 
introduced the current market to a new set of innovative ideas that it had 
never seen before and revolutionized various industries. In particular, 
blockchain is expected to change the fundamentals of the financial system 
through the interoperability established from its open and highly accessible 
environment. However, before we anticipate such potentials, we have to 
ask whether the blockchain technology or services can entirely replace the 
traditional financial system.
 
Blockchain is much more superior to the current financial system in terms of 
transparency and accessibility, but its transaction speed, commission, and 
service scalability are rather inadequate and, thus, do not convey a substantial 
impact to customers, which signifies the unclear motives to apply blockchain 
into the financial system.
 
Data generation in the financial institution has significantly increased due to 
occasional traffic generation and growth of "untact" transactions, which led 
to a need for efficient management of mass-data and expansion of services. 
As a result, blockchain and cloud services are actively being developed in 
finance, but nothing that attempts to change the existing financial system 
has emerged, instead only technical inefficiencies are being revised. In other 
words, De-Fi's insistence on financial inclusion, accessibility, and transparency 
are inefficient in views of financial institutions.
 

I. De-Fi Paradigm

II. De-Fi Examples

III. Insignt

IV. Appendix

Fig. 13: Data Analytics

Source: Hexlant Research
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1. Is De-Fi actually a decentralized financial system?

Blockchain was created to eliminate the central operator and achieve 
decentralization of networks; therefore, blockchain services have been 
structured to avoid centralized management. However, disputes followed 
as new blockchain services emerged, and the introduction of De-Fi services 
ignited the controversy for the title of “decentralized financial services.”
 
The majority of De-Fi services are built under the management of projects. 
It is more noticeable in projects that provide financial services than in 
protocol projects, which only offer the technology. These financial services 
do not belong to regulations rather than decentralized; therefore, Block-
Fin(Blockchain Finance) would be a more suitable term than De-Fi.
 
Because blockchain financial services lack legal validity, it is difficult to protect 
the deposits when projects are withdrawn, which may affect the credibility of 
De-Fi. Hence, it seems more desirable for block-fin services to concentrate on 
fulfilling decentralization, and DAO (Decentralized autonomous organization) is 
needed to achieve it.
 
DAO increases the convenience of De-Fi users, guarantees incentive design for 
participants, and makes a consensual decision instead of an arbitrary decision 
in the case of a critical issue. Therefore, DAO would be a more trustworthy, or 
at least as a reliable, choice than a financial service company that does not 
have legal validity. DAO will be the most powerful tool to achieve true De-Fi 
through strict voting on which cryptocurrency to use as collateral and which 
cryptocurrency to list on the exchange market.

2. Vision: Can it be fulfilled?

Can De-Fi projects achieve the expectation mentioned previously? After 
reviewing about 200 De-Fi projects, the three realistic expected effects were ▲
Improvement of Personal Information Protection and Security ▲Censorship 
Resistance, and ▲Endless Financial System. Unfortunately, the three effects 
are services that blockchain itself is expected to provide.
 
To achieve 1) Improved Accessibility for financial service and 2) Cheaper 
International Wire Transfer, necessary conditions are as followed.
 

However, if the society does not cope with the flow of the era as technological 
advancement accelerates, it will fall back and die out. The current financial 
market is overflowing with problems and dissatisfaction. Continuously low-
interest rate, investment return lower than AI portfolio, and lacking trading 
volume are disappointing investors and clients. In this regard, Hexlant insight 
will discuss whether De-Fi can fulfill the ideals it would like to achieve.
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3. Which mainnet is more suitable for De-Fi?

All blockchain financial services are based on Bitcoin?
It is probable to think that all blockchain financial services are based on Bitcoin 
since it was first established to facilitate payment and foreign remittance. 
However, it is far from the truth. Ethereum currently owns the most De-
Fi services. Ethereum’s smart contract has become one of the prominent 
solutions to the inconvenience of the contracting process in the financial 
system. 

Can Ethereum be considered the most suitable network for De-Fi services?
Although Ethereum is the base network for the most De-Fi services, it cannot 
be considered the most suitable network. Transactions, for instance, are slower 
on Ethereum than on other mainnets, and this can act as a severe drawback 
in the financial system. Also, problems such as the gas price and gas price 
fluctuation for transaction fees exist as well. The reasons why Ethereum is the 
base network for the most De-Fi services are 1) Ethereum is the first blockchain 
network with successful platformization; as such, it was the most stable system 
in the aspect of network stability and reference, and 2) It was the adequate 
choice for exchanges to be listed.
 
EOS, on the other hand, contains RAM lending, Name Auction, EOS Staking, 
and other features that meet the conditions of the financial system. It also 
does not have any issue with transaction speed and commission. However, 
users have to pay a fee for opening accounts and may end up with a 
consequence resulted from the inconsistency of the smart contract due to EOS 
BP. These features make EOS more unstable and fatal compared to Ethereum.

1) Improved Accessibility for financial service: natural usability  
Steve Jobs once said, "Technology not only has to be elegant, but it also must 
be invisible." Just like his famous quote, for technology to be popularized, 
natural usability must be followed with it. Purchasing cryptocurrencies 
requires an installment of a decentralized wallet, which is used to pay for De-
Fi services, and this process seems more complicated than that of the current 
legacy system. This can be proven through a simple comparison between the 
number of people who have smartphones but do not own accounts (about 3 
billion) and the number of active users of De-Fi services (about 50,000).
 
2) Cheaper International Wire Transfer: Expanded use of cryptocurrencies and 
diversified channel for immediate currency exchange
To tolerate the financially excluded people with "cheaper international wire 
transfer," it is crucial to expand the use of cryptocurrencies and diversify the 
channel for any fiat currency exchange. Because the financially excluded 
people that De-Fi projects are aiming for often do not own an account to 
operate transactions, currencies only usable on blockchain networks are 
inadequate to meet the expected effects of De-Fi.
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What is the best platform solution for implementing financial services? 
Hyperledger
Along with the appearance of other mainnets, several developers are starting 
to look over other choices, such as implementing a private blockchain 
network. The public blockchain network is challenging to maintain the 
contract and the confidentiality of data that the contract processes because it 
executes transactions in all nodes in the network. Among private blockchains, 
Hyperledger provides identity management functions to manage user identities 
and authenticate participants on the network. So, it is useful in developing 
financial services that have to comply with KYC and AML regulations. Besides, 
it is possible to set a separate channel among participants, strengthening the 
protection of confidential information. By providing a predefined set of data 
types and formats, participants can easily implement their businesses and 
also has the ability to limit the level of trust and verification according to node 
type, offering them more choice in establishing consensus among financial 
institutions.

Key factors required to be considered before building decentralized 
financial services – Based on mainnet
It is wise to select a mainnet based on the needs of the service such as ▲
Transaction Speed ▲User Fee ▲Network Safety (Credibility) ▲Interoperability 
(Smart Contract) ▲Scalability ▲Decentralization ▲The Number of Active 
Users, and more. For example, Ethereum is a practical choice for operating DEX 
since the mainnet has the most variety of tokens.

4. Activation Plan: Creation of One-stop Platform

Some investors compare blockchain's cryptocurrency with Cyworld's (en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyworld) Dotori. This comparison raises questions: 1) Is it 
possible to implement a service that can provide substantial traffic such as 
Cyworld? Also, 2) How long can this service be maintained in today's era when 
the average business life cycle is much shorter? These conditions may play a 
crucial role in building a trustworthy "financial service."
 
A theoretical solution to the question is a well-structured token economy. 
If a following pattern is established (Contribution to blockchain service → 
Cryptocurrency awarded → Expanded transaction → Improved qualify of eco-
system → Increased service satisfaction by users → Differentiated services 
provided), its distinguishable features would be able to stand out compared to 
that of the current business cycle model. However, the cryptocurrency market 
is dominated by major tokens, and there are only a handful of projects that 
materialize their private tokens while stably generating traffic for more than 18 
months. One of the promising projects is MakerDAO.
 
Hexlant suggests building a One-Stop Platform as a necessary condition to 
accomplish De-Fi's expected effects discussed throughout this report. The 
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payment industry is under the spotlight due to people's interest in fintech, and 
the size of the companies that could consistently generate traffic has led to the 
success of the business. De-Fi services as well would succeed by considering 
user behavior patterns between cryptocurrency and fiat currency, and by 
building an optimized use pattern, such as KYC/Identity →Wallet Service 
→ Tokenization/Stablecoin → Lending (Staking) → Derivative/Market 
Prediction/Staking Service → Exchange.
 
Players who have successfully constructed a One-Stop Platform of De-Fi 
service are the centralized cryptocurrency exchanges. Based on their core 
features like identification for deposit/withdraw, cryptocurrency trading, 
know-how in wallet service and high traffic, they are expanding their range of 
services to Lending (Staking), Derivative, and much more. Many of the current 
cryptocurrency exchanges are launching De-Fi services, and this tread indicates 
that they are most likely to lead the initial market formation of De-Fi services.
 
Recently, United States Patents and Trademark Office defined De-Fi as 'online 
currency market service, that is to say, the provision of the market for online 
currency exchange.' Financial services on blockchain network, mainly offered 
by cryptocurrency exchanges, are different from what we thought De-Fi 
would provide to customers. Isn't it because customers who initially utilized 
the financial system choose credibility from a trusted operator over high 
accessibility? De-Fi is a well-established trend for new prospects and market 
expansion. Unfortunately, we can't yet meet the customers' needs better than 
our competitors, traditional financial institutions.
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Fig. 14: De-Fi Showroom
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IV. Appendix

Category De-Fi Services

KYC/Identity - Bloom, Project hydro, Selfkey, Wyre, Blockpass, Civic, Identity.com, Jolocom, Sovrin, Veres one, Uport, Metadium

Wallet Service

- Ethereum based tokens and services : AlphaWallet, Ambo, Argent, Betoken, Burner Wallet, Coinbase Wallet, DeFi Saver, 
DEX Wallet, Gnosis Safe, InstaDapp, JWallet, Mainframe OS, Metamask, Multis, Mycrypto, MyEtherWallet, Zerion

-	EOS based Token : EOS Lynx
-	Multi-Currency : Abra, Bitpie, Button Wallet, Cobo Wallet, Enjin Crypto Wallet, Fetch, Huobi Wallet, IMToken, Infinito Wallet, 

Scatter, Trust Wallet

Tokenization
-	Securities : Abacus, ERC-1404, Polymath(ST20), Harbor(R-Token), Securitize, Neufund, Templum, Quidli, Tokensoft, Tinlake, 

0xcert
-	Real estate : Meridio

Stablecoins

-	Fiat-backed : Tether(USDT), TrueUSD(TSUD), Circle(USDC), StableUSD(USDS), Netral Dollar(NUSD), Stronghold(Stronghold 
USD), GeminiDollar(GUSD), Paxos Standard(PAXOS), EOSDT(EOSDT), OKlinK(USDK), USDQ(USDQ), White Standard(WSD), 
Bitshares(BitUSD/EUR), Jibrel(jUSD/EUR), Stasis(EURS-Euro), Sparkdex(HKD-HK dollar), , Mars(1SG-Singapore dollar), 
Bitspark(PHP-Peso), eToro Native Tokens(RUBX, CNYX), THBEX(THEBX-Thai phat), Monerium

-	Fiat Basket-backed : X8currency(X8X-8 Basket), Globcoin(GLX–16 Basket), Libra(Libra-Basket), Saga(SGA-SDR)
-	Commodity-backed : Digix Global(DGX-Gold), HelloGold(GBT-Gold), Gold Bits Coin(GBC-Gold), GoldMineCoin(GMC-Gold), 

Xaurum(XAUR-Gold), Petro(PTR-Oil)
-	Cryptocurrency-backed : Havven(nUSD), MakerDAO(DAI), StatiCoin, Alchemint(SDUSD), Celo, Aurora(boreal), Reserve(RSR), 

Sweetbridge(Bridgecoins), Unum(Unum), Synthetix, Augmint(A-EUR), WBTC
-	Seigniorage(not backed) : Bitbay Official(BAY), Carbon(CarbonUSD), Nubits(USNBT), Steemdollar(SBD), Topi(Polys), 

Terra(TERRA), Fragments(Ampleforth), Kowala tech(Kowala), Anchor(MMU) Corion, Stable(STB), StableUnit

Lending
-	Ce-Fi : NEXO, Celsius Network, Blockfi, SALT
-	Capital pool : MakerDAO CDP, EOSREX, Dharma, Lendingblock, Compound, NUO, Bloqborad, Lendroid, Ripio
-	P2P Lending : Coinloan, Ethlend, Constant, CREDX Platform, Ripio Credit Network

Staking -	Certus One, Chorus One, Figment Networks, Hyperblocks, Mythos, P2P Validator, PoS¸ Stake, Staked, Stake.Fish, StakeWith.
Us, Staking Facilities

Decentralized 
Exchange(DEX)

-	Bitcoin : Bisq, SparkSwap, Liquality
-	Ethereum : Fordex, Bancor, Fairdex, DDEX, KyberSwap, AirSwap Exchange, Token Store, Star Bit, Tradepass, 1inch.exchange, 

ForkDelta, IDEX, LocalEthereum, CoinX, Saturn Network, DEX.io, DINNGO, Bithumb DEX, OpenLedger DEX, CryptoBridge, 
DubiEx, SingularX

-	EOS : Akdex, DEXEOS, Findex, EOSDAQ, NewDex, WhaleEX, BTEX, YOLO
-	Tron : TronWatch Market, TRXMarket, Trontrade, TRON Trade
-	Stellar : StellarX, Stellarport, Stellarterm
-	Etc : Waves Exchange, IOST Dex, , Binance DEX, Switcheo Network(NEO), Tokenlon(0x) , Uniswap Exchange, Bitshares, 

Bancor Network
-	Protocols : bitshares, 0x, Bancor Protocol, DutchX, Hydro Protocol, Kyber Network, Loopring, Ren, Uniswap protocol, 

Airswap Protocol, Lightning Network

Derivative/
Prediction 

Market

-	Margin Trading : bZx, dYdX, Fulcrum, Liquid long, OPYN
-	Prediction Market : Augur, Gnosis, Helena, Veil
-	Derivatives building protocol : Daxia, UMA, Market Protocol, DSF Protocol
-	Etc : CDx(CDS)

Insurance -	Etherisc, Nexus Mutual, iXledger, VouchForMe

De-Fi Data 
Analytics

-	0xTracker, CuriousGiraff, DEX Terminal, ETH in DeFi, Loanscan, MakerScan, MKR Tools, Uniswap ETH, Liquidity, Predictions. 
Global, DeFi Pulse, Stablecoin Index, Stable Report, Alethio, Bloxy, DAI Embassy, DAI in DeFi, DAI Cast, DeFi. Review, 
DexIndex, Dune Analytics, Hydroscan, Kyber Network Tracker, Santiment, The Gragh, Uniswap ROI calculator

Current State of De-Fi Services(estimated) as of 2019. 08. 21

Source: Hexlant Research
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The information published in this report accurately reflect the analyst’s opinion and is written 
without external interference. This document is not intended to induce investment, but to provide 
information for the investors. Therefore, the final decision on investment should be made by 
investors. This information is distributed to our customers only. It cannot be copied, lend, or 
redistributed without consent.
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